E-mail Security System Using El-Gamal Hybrid Algorithm and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Algorithm
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Abstract: E-mail is a medium of long-distance communication via the internet, which is currently often used for message exchange needs. But the use of e-mail has security problems, especially regarding data leakage when sending messages via e-mail. One of the efforts to improve the security of data and information is the application of cryptographic techniques and methods, namely end-to-end encryption. Cryptography is the science of reducing the risk of security threats by encrypting and decrypting data and information. In the implementation of the e-mail system, at least 2 (two) suitable encryption techniques are needed, namely symmetric encryption techniques to encrypt messages and data to be sent via e-mail effectively and efficiently, and asymmetric encryption techniques used to distribute keys used by symmetric encryption. Therefore, in this study, we use the El-Gamal encryption model to distribute the symmetric key, and the AES encryption model is a fairly secure algorithm to protect message data or confidential information.
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1. Introduction

Electronic mail and the internet provide the means promising to conduct surveys in the future as the proportion of people accessible via e-mail or the internet continues to increase. It estimates that 45% of households now own a computer, and the proportion on the internet is 22% (Witt, 1997). E-mail surveys can be conducted faster than telephone surveys, especially for large samples, where the number of telephones and trained interviewers limits the number of completions per day. This method is inexpensive, as it eliminates postage, printing, and/or interviewer costs[1]. the use of e-mail to exchange information and collaborate is not only limited to public information but also confidential information, which has marked secrecy to parties certain so that need existing security. [2]

Problem security and confidentiality are essential aspects of messages, data, or information. Where is the truth and authenticity of something essential information good at the moment of the delivery or when information the accepted? Messages, data, or information will be useful again when delivery information is bugged or hijacked by people who aren't entitled or interested. [1] [3]

For it is indispensable something system security to guard secrecy information. one method used for objective the is cryptography with encrypting information sent because objective cryptography is confidentiality, integrity, and availability [4]. Encryption is a random process order order order no could read by people who don’t entitle. scrambled
messages named (ciphertext), for restoring message random (ciphertext) then message it’s in the description, description is the process of returning message randomly, recovered messages named (plaintext). [5] [6]

Furthermore, Anticipate improving the security of messages, data, and information by implementing the El-Gamal algorithm in combination with the AES Algorithm. by combining the two algorithms, the level of security in the e-mail will be doubled.

2. Theory

2.1. Cryptography

Cryptography comes from the Greek word Kryptos which means secret writing. No third party must interfere in a communication system consisting of a sender and a receiver of information. The purpose of cryptosystems is to keep intruders out of the sender-receiver exchange of information, which is done using encryption and decryption. So that cryptographic algorithms can implement messages in plaintext format combined with a key or toy. [1]

Cryptography is a process that deals with scrambles plaintext (plain text or clear text) into cipher text (a process called encryption), then back to plain text (known as decryption). The main feature of an asymmetric cryptographic system is the procedure of encryption and decryption done with two different keys public key and key personal. A private key cannot be derived with the help of a public key which provides a lot of strength for cryptographic security. [7] [8]

Cryptography aim to give service security as follows:

1. Confidentiality: The principle of confidentiality stipules that only the sender and the intended recipient can process message content. Confidentiality is identical terms with confidentiality and privacy; there are many approaches to giving secrecy, from physical protection to algorithm mathematics that makes the data unintelligible. [1]

2. Availability: The availability principle states that resources should be available to authorized parties at all times.

3. Integrity: Service that handles data changes that are not legitimate. To ensure data integrity, someone should own the ability to detect manipulation of data by parties who do not authorize it. Data manipulation includes things such as insertion, deletion, and substitution. [2] Integrity mechanisms ensure that the message content remains the same when it reaches its intended destination receiver as sent by the sender. [9] [10] [11]

Cryptography divided Becomes two types:

1. Secret Key Cryptography: When the same key is used for encryption and decryption, DES, Triple DES, AES, and RC5, may be examples of such encryption, then the mechanism is known as secret-key cryptography.

2. Public Key Cryptography: When two different keys are used, i.e., one key for encryption and another one for decryption, RSA, Elliptic Curve, and others may be examples of such encryption hence the mechanism is known as public-key cryptography. A number of an algorithm for the usual used for encrypting messages; several usual algorithms were used to encrypt a message, so the writer used the El-Gamal algorithm and AES Algorithm combined and made security on delivery of E-mail messages for security multiply double.
### Table 1. Comparison of symmetrical and Asymmetrical algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Algorithm features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>El-Gamal</td>
<td>1. One key used to encrypt and encrypt data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Only use one key; this is a method more encryption simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. The length of the key used more small used for encrypting data, e.g., 128 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Provide performance more hurry and need more powerful computing than encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AES Algorithm</td>
<td>1. Key pair used for encryption and description, key this known as a public key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and key personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Blessing of partner key, this is a more process complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Encryption method asymmetric involve key more length, e.g., 1024 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Slower from encryption symmetrical and need power computing taller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>because the complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RSA Algorithm</td>
<td>1. Security level algorithm RSA encoding is very dependent on the size key password (in bits), because more big size key, then more big also possibility combination key that can be hacked with method check combination one by one key or more known with term brute force attack. If made something RSA password with 256 bits long, then the brute force attack method will Become no economic and vain if hackers don’t feel willing/able to break through the password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Security from system RSA cryptography is based on two math problems :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a) A problem in factorization number amount many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) RSA problem, namely finds the modulo of the root en of a number composite whose factor no is known. The password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DES Algorithm</td>
<td>1. have some superiority, namely the encryption process and description of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>data simple and fast because the key is only in the form of number decimal 10 bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Long the key is too short, only 56 bits. With a long key, this type of attack tries all possibilities the key (brute force attack) becomes possible for conducted in time short.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. El-Gamal Algorithm

The El-Gamal algorithm is algorithm key asymmetry based on the exchange Diffie-Hellman key for cryptography key public. Taher El-Gamal described this algorithm in 1985. This consists of problem logarithm discrete, algorithm sign hand, and encryption. The difference between the El-Gamal algorithm and RSA algorithm is RSA; security is based on finding factor numbers around big, while in the El-Gamal algorithm, security is based on the difficulty of calculating the discrete log of the large prime modulus. Another advantage of the El-Gamal cryptosystem is obtaining a different ciphertext every time you order or the same plaintext encrypted. Operation El-Gamal algorithm can be represented with three steps: stage generation key, stage encryption, and decryption. [12] [13] [14].

**Property El-Gamal Algorithm**:

1) Number prime, \( p \) (no secret)

2) Number random, \( g \) (\( g < p \)) (no secret)

3) Random numbers, \( x \) (\( x < p \)) (secret, private key)

4) \( Y = g^x \mod p \) (no secret, public key)
6.1 Making keys

Procedure for making key explained in steps following:

6.1.1 Choose any prime number \( p \) (\( p \) can be shared between member groups)

6.1.2 Choose two fruit numbers random, \( g \), and \( x \), with conditions \( g < p \) and \( 1 < x < p - 2 \)

6.1.3 Calculate \( y = g^x \mod p \)

Result of this algorithm:
- Public key: triple (\( y, g, p \))
- Private key: pair (\( x, p \))

6.2 Encryption Procedure

The algorithm encryption procedure is explained in the following steps:

6.2.1 Arrange plaintext becomes blocks \( m_1, m_2, \ldots \), (value every block inside interval \( [0, p-1] \)).

6.2.2 Choose the random number \( k \), which is deep this is \( 1 < k \leq p - 2 \)

6.2.3 Every block \( m \) encrypted with formula:

\[ a = g^k \mod p \]
\[ b = y^k m \mod p \]

the pair \( a \) and \( b \) is the ciphertext for block message \( m \). therefore, a size ciphertext is twice the size of plaintext.

6.3 Procedure Description

Procedure algorithm description introduced in steps, with the following:

6.3.1 Use private key \( x \) for count (\( a^x \))\(^{-1} = a^{p-1-x} \mod p \)

6.3.2 Count plaintext \( m \) with equation:

\[ m = b/a^x \mod p = b(a^x)^{-1} \mod p \]

2.3 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm)

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is one of the algorithms for block cipher encryption published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2000. The purpose main of the algorithm is to replace the DES algorithm after appearing in several vulnerable aspects. NIST invites experts on encryption and data security worldwide to introduce innovative block cipher algorithms for encrypting and decrypting data with strong and complex structures. [1]

Many from all over the world send group algorithms to them. NIST accepts five algorithms for evaluation. After Doi

ng various security criteria and parameters, they chose one of five algorithms encryption proposed by two Belgian cryptographers, Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen. The real name of the AES algorithm is the algorithm Rijndael. However, this name is not yet famous for algorithms but is recognized as Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithms worldwide. [2]

AES is a system encoding non-Feistel blocks because AES uses components that always have an inverse with a long 128-bit block. AES keys use an iterative process called rounds. The processes in AES are transformations against states. A text original in block (128 bits) more formally organized as states. AES encryption is transformed to the state by repeated in a few rounds. The state that becomes the output of round \( k \) becomes the input for round \( -k +1 \); in the encryption process, at first original text is formed as a state.
Then before round 1 starts, block the text original mixed with the 0th round lock (transformation this called AddRoundKey). After that, the 1st round until with round-(Nr-1), where Nr is the number of rounds. [15]

AES uses four types of transformation, namely:

1. SubBytes, as transformation substitution.
2. ShiftRows, as transformation permutations.
3. MixColumns, as transformation randomization.
4. AddRoundKey, as transformation addition key. In the last round, i.e., the -Nr round is done, transformation similar to another round but without transformation MixColumns [16].

AES encoding requires a round lock for every round of transformation. The key to this round is raised( in expansion ) of the AES key. In part, this is discussed how the AES key generates the round lock. AES key 128 bit or four words produce an array of as many as 44 words that become key.

Moreover, The following is a step expand key:

1. First 128 bit AES key organized into 4 words and copied to the output word (W) on 4 elements first (W[0], W[1], W[2], W[3]).
2. For element output then W[i] with i = |4, ..., 43| calculated as following
   a. Copy W[i-1] in word t.
   b. If i mod 4 = 0 ( I finished divided by 4) then do W[i] = f (t, i) W[i-4], where the function f(t, i) is as following: f(t, i) = Subword (rotword (t)) RC [i/4]
   c. If I mod 4 doesn't same with 0, do W[i] = t W[i-4]. [16]

2.4 Combination El-Gamal Algorithm and AES. Algorithm
1. The sender determines the key to be sent to a recipient, which is encrypted using the El-Gamal algorithm. after the encrypted key, so will shape ciphertext.
2. The e-mail message sent to the recipient is encrypted using the algorithm AES after the encrypted e-mail message shapes ciphertext.
3. Ciphertext keys and E-Mail messages combined.
4. The ciphertext has been combined, then sent recipient.
5. Ciphertext until recipient, ciphertext key, and e-mail messages is separated.
6. Key in description more formerly use algorithm El-Gamal.
7. Then The E-mail message is described using a private key that has been described using El-Gamal.
8. The e-mail message is described using the AES algorithm.

3. Method

A method is an essential factor in determining the quality of research; other methods are used to regulate when the ad-hoc telecommunications process is submitted to previous research [20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, The Encrypt key uses the El-Gamal algorithm will give level multiple security double on message E-mail. In figure 1, the sender will send a message and key to the recipient; the key that has been made in encryption use El-Gamal Algorithm, then generates ciphertext from the key. Then the message is to be sent in encryption using the AES algorithm and generate a random message (ciphertext). The ciphertext from the key and the message are merged and sent through e-mail. Next ciphertext that has been until the recipient is separated for described; key described use El - Gamal algorithm and message described with described key previously use AES algorithm. After describing so, the message can be read by the recipient.
4. Result and Discussion

Implementation and experiment system on research this using the Python programming language. Needed two e-mail addresses used as sender and receiver. Test security and analysis from the study are done in two stages: in each algorithm, encryption and decryption in parallel. Encryption and decryption use algorithm ElGamal and AES algorithm.

Difficulty biggest for penetrating security from algorithm ElGamal is at on difficulty for To do calculation logarithm discrete. Where for could form a private key p where the decryption process, then the intruder must solve the equation: \( y = g^x \mod p \). Where should the intruder be looked for the \( x \) value of equality? Although the values of \( y, g, \) and \( p \) are known, finding the \( x \) value of equality the very difficult, especially if the \( p \)-value is a large prime number. Because of that, the bigger the prime number, the more difficult the \( x \) value is to find. Analysis testing security from algorithm ElGamal with technique gross force can be conducted with see probability combination existing key. _ Is known that: Public key = y, g, p (y, g, and p not secret) Private key = x, p (p is no secret, only x is secret) Where conditions that must be fulfilled is \( g \).

4.1 Encryption results

On Step encryption, key and e-mail message sent in form ciphertext, encrypted message use algorithm Elgamal currently e-mail messages in encryption use algorithm AES and key in encryption use El-Gamal algorithm, key and message could see on image 2, on key public used key 12345 with results encryption \( J6WcK7yFGGVkJxIOANmSWToSznxCwKtEFNGEq6ZeU = \), i.e., ciphertext, and E-mail message with contents of "this" is the example message "with results Encryption J6WcK7yFGGVkJxIOANmSWToSznxCw KtEFNGEq6ZeU###vbd/TFYkiPXIDCljxgk/kTMBfpV FUpb3cmqZ2qs7/XW4OTYCnXBl+U3xQjc."
4.2 Result Description

In stages, this description of content e-mail messages and keys is symmetrical and put together in one display. What sets it apart is at the time, enter the following key needed for the decryption process. The decryption process can be seen in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions and Suggestion

The use of Email for the exchange of information is not only limited to public information but also information confidentiality; for that study, this has to do with e-mail security by combining two algorithms, cryptography is ElGamal and AES for the encryption and decryption process. ElGamal used for secure key symmetrical ones will be used during the description process. In contrast, AES is used for secure message e-mail that will be sent. Study this has to do e-mail security with combine two algorithm cryptography that is ElGamal and AES for encryption process and description. ElGamal used for secure key symmetrical ones will use during the description process.

In contrast, AES is used for security. Contents of e-mail messages that will be sent. On algorithm, Elgamal large resource required because generated ciphertext twice the
length. Algorithm Elgamal is located on difficulty calculation logarithm discrete on a large prime modulo, so that effort for complete problem logarithm becomes challenging to solve. On the AES algorithm Method, encryption involves the key length and is slower and needs power computing taller because of the complexity.
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